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            Abstract
Simultaneously optimizing many design parameters in time-consuming experiments causes bottlenecks in a broad range of scientific and engineering disciplines1,2. One such example is process and control optimization for lithium-ion batteries during materials selection, cell manufacturing and operation. A typical objective is to maximize batteryÂ lifetime;Â however, conducting even a single experiment to evaluate lifetime can take months to years3,4,5. Furthermore,Â bothÂ large parameter spaces and high sampling variability3,6,7 necessitateÂ a large number ofÂ experiments. Hence, the key challenge is to reduce both the number and the duration of the experiments required. Here we develop and demonstrate a machine learning methodology Â to efficiently optimize a parameter space specifying the current and voltage profiles of six-step, ten-minute fast-charging protocols for maximizing battery cycle life, whichÂ canÂ alleviate range anxiety for electric-vehicle users8,9. We combine two key elements to reduce the optimization cost: anÂ early-predictionÂ model5, which reduces the time per experiment by predicting the final cycle life using data from the first few cycles, and a Bayesian optimization algorithm10,11, which reduces the number of experiments by balancing exploration and exploitation to efficiently probe the parameter space of charging protocols. Using this methodology, we rapidly identify high-cycle-life charging protocols among 224 candidates in 16 days (compared with over 500 days using exhaustive search without early prediction), and subsequently validateÂ the accuracy and efficiency of our optimization approach. Our closed-loop methodology automatically incorporates feedback from past experiments to inform future decisions and can be generalized to other applications in battery design and, more broadly, other scientific domains that involve time-intensive experiments and multi-dimensional design spaces.
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                    Fig. 1: Schematic of our CLO system.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Structure of our six-step, ten-minute fast-charging protocols.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Results of closed-loop experiments.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Results of validation experiment.[image: ]
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The datasets used in this study are available at https://data.matr.io/1.



Code availability


The CLO code, data and figures associated with this manuscript are available at https://github.com/chueh-ermon/battery-fast-charging-optimization. The data processing and early-prediction code are available at https://github.com/chueh-ermon/BMS-autoanalysis. The charging protocol generation code (automated creation of battery cycler tests) is available at https://github.com/chueh-ermon/automate-Arbin-schedule-file-creation.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Illustrations of early outcome predictor and BO components of CLO.
a, Illustration of early outcome prediction for two cells (A and B) using data from only the first 100 cycles. Two discharge capacity features are generated: the second-cycle discharge capacity, Qd,2, and the difference between the maximum and second-cycle discharge capacities,Â max(Qd) âˆ’Â Qd,2. Three voltage features are generated: the logarithm of the minimum, variance and the skewness of the difference in voltage curves between cycles 100 and 10. These five features are combined in a linear model to predict the final cycle life, or the number of cycles until the capacity falls below 0.88Â AÂ h. The weights and scalings of each feature are determined by training the model on a training set using the elastic net; the weights and scaling values are presented in Supplementary Table 1. See Severson et al.7 and Methods for additional details. b, Illustration of the BO principle. The desired output, cycle life, has a true functional dependence on charging protocol parameters (such as CC1). Here, we show a one-dimensional model (that is, just dependent on one parameter, CC1) for simplicity. By performing Gaussian process regression on the available data, we develop a probabilistic estimate of the true function; our goal is for the estimate to match the true function. The next data point selected is that which maximizes the upper confidence bound (UCB), which is selected by either high uncertainty (exploration) or high predicted value (exploitation). Once this point is selected (right panel), the next point selected is, again, that which maximizes the upper confidence bound.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Cell characterization.
a, b, Voltage versus capacity during rate testing of A123 18650M1A cylindrical cells under charge (a) and discharge (b). The (dis)charge step not under investigation is cycled at 1C to isolate the rate of each step; for example, the charge rate test is performed with 1-C discharge steps. We note that the discharge rate capability is much higher than that of charge. c, d, Battery surface temperature (â€˜can temperatureâ€™) versus capacity during rate testing under charge (c) and discharge (d). The can temperature is measured via a type T thermocouple secured with thermal epoxy. e, f, Overpotential as a function of SOC and C rate (see Methods sectionÂ â€˜Overpotential analysisâ€™ for details of the measurement) for a minimally cycled cell (e) and an aged cell at 80% of nominal capacity (f). The trend lines are linear fits of the overpotential as a function of current at fixed SOC (excluding outliers). We note that both of the relationships are linear (indicating that the rate capability is ohmically limited) and that the SOC dependence is weak, particularly for the minimally cycled cell. The initial internal resistance, averaged over two cells and all four SOCs, is 33Â mÎ©.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Additional optimization results.
a, b, Mean of the absolute difference in CLO-estimated cycle lives with increasing rounds, expressed as both percentage change (a) and absolute change (b). These changes are relatively small beyond round 2, suggesting that the closed loop can perform well with even smaller time or battery budgets. c, Change in Kendall rank correlation coefficient with increasing rounds. From round 3 to round 4, the ranking of the top protocols shifts, but the cycle lives of these top protocols are similar. d, Distribution of CLO-estimated mean cycle lives after round 4. The mean and standard deviation are 943 cycles and 126 cycles, respectively. e, Correlation between CLO-estimated mean cycle lives and the sum of squared currents, a simplified measure of heat generation (PÂ =Â I2R). This relationship suggests that minimizing heat generation, as opposed to avoiding lithium plating, may be the operative optimization strategy for these cells under these conditions. f, Standard deviation (Ïƒ4,i) versus mean (Î¼4,i) of the BO predictive distribution over cycle life after round 4. The standard deviation quantifies the uncertainty in the cycle life estimates and is generally low for protocols estimated to have high mean cycle life, since these protocols are probed more frequently. We start with a relatively wide, flat prior (standard deviation 164) and therefore the uncertainty intervals after four rounds are also wide. g, MeanÂ Â±Â standard deviation of the predictive distribution over cycle life after round 4 (Î¼4,iÂ Â±Â Ïƒ4,i) for all charging protocols, sorted by their rank after round 4. The legend indicates the number of repetitions for each protocol (excluding failed batteries).


Extended Data Fig. 4 Means and upper/lower confidence bounds (Î¼k,iÂ Â±Â Î²kÏƒk,i) on cycle life per round k.
Protocol indices on the x-axis are sorted by rank after round 4. The weighted interval around the estimated mean, Î²kÏƒk,iÂ =Â (Î²0Îµk)Ïƒk,i, weights the protocol-specific standard deviation at round k, Ïƒk,i (estimated by the Gaussian process model) with the exploration tradeoff hyperparameter at round k, Î²k. The upper and lower confidence bounds are plotted for all charging protocols before round 1 (a) and after rounds 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d) and 4 (e). The predictive distributions for all charging protocols have identical means and standard deviations before the first round of testing. Because the standard deviations are weighted by Î²kÂ =Â Î²0Îµk and ÎµÂ =Â 0.5, the weighted confidence bounds rapidly decrease with increasing round number, favouring exploitation (examination of protocols with high means). The BO algorithm recommends the 48 protocols with the highest upper bounds (red points); the upper bounds are high either due to high uncertainty (exploration) or high means (exploitation). The algorithm rapidly shifts from exploration to exploitation as Îµk rapidly shrinks the upper bounds with increasing round index. We note that one protocol per round that should have been selected (that is, with a top-48 upper bound) was not selected owing to a processing error; instead,Â the protocol with the 49th-highest upper boundÂ was selected.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Mean and standard deviation of the CLO-estimated predicted distribution over cycle lives after round 4.
In this two-dimensional representation, mean estimated cycle life (colour scale) and standard deviation of cycle life (marker size) after round 4 are presented as a function of CC1, CC2 and CC3 (the x axis, y axis and panels aâ€“f, respectively). Panels aâ€“f represent CC3 = 3.6C, 4.0C, 4.4C, 4.8C, 5.2C, 5.6C and 6.0C, respectively. CC4 is represented by the contour lines. Note that the protocols with the highest cycle lives generally have the smallest standard deviations, since these protocols have been tested repeatedly.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Selected protocols for validation.
The three protocols with the highest CLO-estimated mean cycle lives are shown in panels b, c and d. The protocols shown in panels a, f, g and h are approximations of previously proposed battery fast-charging protocols (Extended Data Table 1). The remaining two protocols, shown in panels e and i, were selected to obtain a representative sampling from the entire distribution of CLO-estimated cycle lives. The annotations on each panel represent the cycle lives of each protocol as estimated by CLO (â€˜CLOâ€™), early outcome prediction from validation (â€˜Early predictionâ€™), and the final cycle lives from validation (â€˜Finalâ€™). In the annotations, the errors represent the CLO-estimated standard deviation after round 4 (Ïƒk,4) for the CLO-estimated cycle lives and the 95% confidence intervals for the early-predicted and final cycle lives from validation (nÂ =Â 5; nÂ =Â 4 for the early predictions of 3.6C-6.0C-5.6C-4.755C) (a).


Extended Data Fig. 7 Validation ablation analysis.
We perform pairwise comparisons of the cycle lives of the nine validation protocols, as estimated from three sources: closed-loop estimates after four rounds, early predictions from the validation experiment and final cycle lives from the validation experiment. Panels aâ€“c compare closed-loop estimates to early predictions from validation, panels dâ€“f compare final cycle lives from validation to early predictions from validation, and panels gâ€“i compare final cycle lives from validation to closed-loop estimates. The first column (a, d and g) compares cycle lives averaged on a protocol basis; the second column (b, e and h) compares cycle lives on a battery (cell) basis; and the third column (c, f and i) compares the predicted ranking by cycle life via each method. Orange points represent the top three CLO-estimated protocols, blue points represent protocols inspired by the battery literature (Methods), and green points represent protocols selected to sample the distribution of estimated cycle lives. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals (nÂ =Â 5; nÂ =Â 4 for the early predictions of 3.6C-6.0C-5.6C-4.755C). The Pearson correlation coefficient and Kendall rank correlation coefficients are displayed for all relevant cycle life and ranking plots, respectively.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Closed-loop performance under resource constraints.
Comparison of the closed loop with and without the Bayesian optimization algorithm (that is, with and without the explore/exploit component) as a function of number of channels and number of rounds in the 224-protocol space, using the first-principles simulator as the ground-truth source for cycle lives. Early prediction is not included. Each point represents the mean of 100 simulations; error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals (nÂ =Â 100). Early prediction is not incorporated into these simulations. The complete closed loop (that is, with Bayesian optimization) consistently outperforms the closed loop without Bayesian optimization. Bayesian optimization offers the largest advantage when the number of channels is low relative to the number of protocols.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Hyperparameter sensitivity analysis on a cycle life simulator.
The true cycle life of the best charging protocol as estimated by CLO, averaged over ten random seeds, is plotted as a function of the initial exploration constant (Î²0), the exploration decay factor (Îµ) and the kernel bandwidth (Î³). The values of all other hyperparameters are consistent with the values indicated in the â€˜BO hyperparameter optimizationâ€™ Methods section and in Supplementary Table 5. Overall, CLO achieves acceptable performance over a range of hyperparameter combinations; the highest-cycle-life protocols as estimated by the best and worst hyperparameter combinations differ by only 60 cycles. In our real-world CLO experiment, the selected hyperparameters are Î²0Â =Â 5.0, ÎµÂ =Â 0.5 and Î³Â =Â 1; this combination performed well on a variety of simulated parameter spaces and budgets.


Extended Data Table 1 Selected charging protocols for validationFull size table
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